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The Doctor in the Victorian NovelAshgate, 2009
With the character of the doctor as her subject, Tabitha Sparks follows the decline of the marriage plot in the Victorian novel. As Victorians came to terms with the scientific revolution in medicine of the mid-to-late nineteenth century, the novel's progressive distance from the conventions of the marriage plot can be indexed through a rising...


		

The Birth of Satan: Tracing the Devil's Biblical RootsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
"An informative study of the biblical origins of Satan…With resourceful though never excessive citation, Mobley and Wray make a good job of pinning down the roots of a notoriously protean character."--The Times Literary Supplement




"Let's admit it. Even in a secular age we are all still...




		

Science Of StorytellingCollins, 2020

	If you want to write a novel or a script, read this book Sunday TimesThe best book on the craft of storytelling Ive ever read Matt HaigRarely has a book engrossed me more, and forced me to question everything Ive ever read, seen or written. A masterpiece Adam RutherfordWho would we be without storiesStories mould who we are, from our character...





		

Network Security Through Data Analysis: Building Situational AwarenessO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Traditional intrusion detection and logfile analysis are no longer enough to protect today’s complex networks. In this practical guide, security researcher Michael Collins shows you several techniques and tools for collecting and analyzing network traffic datasets. You’ll understand how your network is used, and what...



		

Unlocking AndroidManning Publications, 2009
Android is a free, open source, Java-based mobile platform developed by Google.  Unlocking Android prepares the reader to embrace the Android mobile platform  in easy-to-understand language and builds on this foundation with  reusable Java code examples. It's ideal for corporate developers and hobbyists  who have an interest, or a mandate, to...

		

Scientific American's Ask the Experts: Answers to The Most Puzzling and Mind-Blowing Science QuestionsCollins, 2003

	Why is the night sky dark? How do dolphins sleep without drowning? Why do hangovers occur? Will time travel ever be a reality? What makes a knuckleball appear to flutter? Why are craters always round?


	There's only one source to turn to for the answers to the most puzzling and thought-provoking questions about the world of...






		

Structured Query Language (SQL): a Practical IntroductionNCC Blackwell, 1994
Let's start from basics. What is a database? In very general terms, a database is a collection of related data. Notice the word related, this implies that the collection of letters on this page do not by themselves constitute a database. But if we think of them as a collection of letters arranged to form words, then they can be conceptualised as...

		

Carrier Grade Voice Over IP (second edition)McGraw-Hill, 2002
NEW EDITION OF---CUTTING-EDGE SOLUTIONS CUT-TO-THE-CHASE STYLE
 In the race to put carrier-quality voice over IP (VoIP)——those using this book run faster and falter less. International expert Daniel Collins’ greatly enhanced Carrier Grade Voice over IP brings you leading-edge signaling schemes,...


		

Learning SQL Server 2008 Reporting ServicesPackt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services 2008 is the third generation Microsoft reporting software that is more tightly integrated with SQL Server 2008 than ever before. It provides a complete server-based platform that is designed to support a wide variety of reporting needs, including managed enterprise reporting, special purpose reporting,...






		

Pharmacogenomics: Social, Ethical, and Clinical DimensionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"In this remarkably broad and far-reaching work, editor Mark Rothstein and his distinguished list of contributors have laid out an impressive framework for the field. Beginning with a survey of public attitudes, and progressing through scientific, clinical, governmental, legal, economic, and societal issues, the text builds to a final...

		

Going Wireless: Transform Your Business with Mobile TechnologyCollins, 2002
Going Wireless delivers the unexpected by showing how wireless is transforming every type of enterprise from micro-businesses to multi-national conglomerates.
Award-winning technology journalist Jaclyn Easton begins with an in-depth look at owning your customers and clients through mobile commerce -- whether your company focuses on...


		

Advances in Digital Forensics IV (IFIP International Federation for Information Processing)Springer, 2008
ADVANCES IN DIGITAL FORENSICS IV
Edited by: Indrajit Ray and Sujeet Shenoi

Digital forensics deals with the acquisition, preservation, examination, analysis and presentation of electronic evidence. Networked computing, wireless communications and portable electronic devices have expanded the role of...
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